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FOREWORD

We have a record youth population today. Our world is home to 1.8 billion young people. There
are more young people between the ages of 10 and 24 today than at any age other time in human
history. 9 out of 10 young people are living in less developed countries. The YES Network
Pakistan vision is one where every young person is seen as a changemaker and is provided an
opportunity to discover their changemaking potential in real world. YES is building a community
of knowledge and practice in the country to foster a culture of youth-led changemaking.
Educational institutions can play a major role in advancing the field of youth-led changemaking.
They can provide the leadership to create a sound eco-system for youth-led changemaking in the
countries. It is in the educational institutions that we can find the largest number of children and
young people. By integrating youth-led changemaking in schools, colleges, universities,
vocational institutions, we help incorporate youth-led changemaking in communities where these
institutions are located.
This booklet presents the inspirational stories of young people participated in ‘Changemaking
Competitions’ from the universities we have engaged and empowered to build an effective echo
system and structure for the support of youth-led changemaking. Changemaking competitions
helped young people to see things in a different perspective and to develop, implement, and
evaluate new ideas and approaches.
Changemaking Competitions provide a great opportunity to young people to create new
products, new services, and new ways of addressing local challenges. These competitions show
that we can infuse the spirit of changemaking in thousands of young people so quickly. We have
an unprecedented youth population in the world today. Youth-led changemaking presents the
most exciting idea to realize the dream of a true demographic dividend. This demographic
dividend can only be realized by developing and aligning structures that support youth-led
changemaking.
I am sure that you will find the stories inspirational and powerful.
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Ali Raza Khan
Founder and CEO
YES Network Pakistan

The British Council builds trust between the UK and other
countries in order to create international opportunities for
organisations and individuals across the world. Each year, our
work directly engages with more than 30 million people worldwide, and reaches nearly 600
million people through digital media, radio and television. In the UK, we provide opportunities
for more than three million people to improve their skills and gain international experience. We
have worked in partnership with businesses, national associations and institutions, professional
networks, local communities and government ministries for more than 75 years, partnering with
more than 300 international organisations each year in order to help them meet their strategic and
business

aims

through

cultural

relations.

For

more

information,

please

visit

www.britishcouncil.org.pk

YES Network Pakistan was founded by Ali Raza Khan in
2002 to drive first-ever 'Youth as a Solution' movement in the
country and get young people started as changemakers. YES
facilitates several thousand young people each year to begin their changemaking journey. YES
creates, activates and multiplies spaces for young people to master changemaking skills across
the country. YES offers a comprehensive package to youth; from inspiration to experimentation;
to training and risk-free funding, showcasing and practical support. In 2008 the YES decided to
take an institution change approach to break down the traditional, attitudinal, social, structural,
legal and financial barriers to youth-led changemaking. YES has planted the seeds of youth-led
changemaking in over 1200 educational and vocational institutions, integrated this concept into
the curriculum of over 172 leading vocational and educational institutions of Pakistan; and is
working with over 80 leading universities of the country to align their structures for youth-led
changemaking through a variety of exciting and innovative projects.
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YES work is featured in more than 30 countries of the world. YES has innovated an approach to
restore trust with young people and help them get started as changemakers, with unheard of
success rates. YES has worked with the leading international organizations, private companies
and alliances. YES has won several international awards for its contributions in the field of
youth-led changemaking. YES is a legally registered non-profit organization that has a board of
directors who is responsible for the performance of the organization. YES is certified by PCP as
a 'Best Practice Institution.'
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About Changemaker Institute Award Project

The Changemaker Institute Award Project in Pakistan is the first of its kind in the country. The
concept of changemaking (social innovation and social entrepreneurship) is not yet sufficiently
integrated in higher education institutions' culture and curricula. There are no established social
innovation or social entrepreneurship professorships, departments and institutes for
changemaking in Pakistan. The project is trying to catalyze social innovation in universities and
ultimately impact the education of millions of students and empowers them to solve local
challenges.
Dedicated start-up support services is the need of the hour to transform an ‘Average’ or ‘Good’
campus into a ‘Changemaker Campus’ that could offer the students with the much required
social entrepreneurship practice opportunities, infrastructure, skills training, financial assistance,
management skills, markets and peer networks. The Changemaker Institute Award takes an
institutional change approach to impact the education of millions of students. It intends to
collaborate with universities to break down barriers to institutional change and foster a campuswide culture of youth-led changemaking.
We provide a structured support to the interested institutions to navigate through the process of
achieving the status of “Changemaker Institute Award.”
This support includes:


Changemaking Campus Scan



Creation of a Changemaking Team



Launching Changemaking Competitions



Startup Funding and Mentoring Services to Students to Drive Change



Holding Changemaking Exhibitions



Changemaking Curriculum Development



Awarding Changemaker Institute Status



Plugging into other Global Changemaker Institutions
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1.1. Sundus Saeed

Enrolled in the Islamic Studies Department of the Fatima Jinnah Women University, Sundus was
elated to hear about the entrepreneurship opportunity. She immediately gathered some of her
classmates and registered for the Changemaker Institute Award Competition taking place at her
university. Being a group of females, Sundus and her team wanted to come up with a product
which could be sold within the institute. After several group meetings, they decided to open a
small tuck shop in their universityto provide home-based hygienic and delicious food to the
students and the faculty members.
In order to incorporate the element of social entrepreneurship, which was the basic motivation
behind this competition, Sundus and her team decided to use their money from the business to
pay the fee of children who were unable to get enrolled in a school due to lack of finances. She
further added that the focus of the team was to come up with a profit-generating enterprise so
that they could support the needy.
Sundus shared that the biggest challenge for her and her team was to select the product for the
business. It consumed a lot of their time as they wanted to observe the demand pattern of the
market so that their products could be sold. This strategy led them a long way as once they
started with their tuck shop, the response was phenomenal. Sundus and her team secured a profit
of PKR 1,250 and served about 80 and more individuals.Sundus shared that one of the major
achievements of this project is that their department at university has seen them work and now
trust their abilities, which is why Sundus and her team have been given a permanent space in the
institute to work on awareness of social entrepreneurship. Sundus shared her experience of the
competition in one work as ‘thrilling’.
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1.2. Ayesha Rabia Naveed

Ayesha was highly motivated after the seminar session held at her institute to promote social
entrepreneurship. She shared that the seminar inspired her to do something for the society. She
took on the challenge of participating in the Changemaker Institute Award Competition on her
own – without any team. She was very clear from the beginning about what she wanted to do.
She knew the skill of crochet and wanted to pass on the skill to other individuals who were
interested. She said, “As a person who has diverse crochet skills, I feel the need to encourage
others to do the same as it can be done while continuing with studies”. She expressed that she
took on this challenge on her own as she wants to continue this practice even after the
competition since this allows her to make an earning for herself and also gives her the chance to
impart skills and empower other interested students. She kept 90 minute sessions in her
university premises so that students do not have to commute to another location and it was easier
for her as well.
Ayesha shared that the only challenge she faced was to motivate other students to take part in her
classes. She mentioned that the competition helped her improve her communication, confidence,
and interpersonal skills. She soon learned the art of convincing students to become her clients
and learn the skill of crochet as it can be a useful skill throughout their lives. Ayesha made a
profit of PKR 1,300 and expressed that she feels ‘satisfied’ with her performance in the
competition. She said, “The concept of social enterprise has motivated me to become an
entrepreneur and I plan to continue to be a social entrepreneur even after the competition ends”.

1.3. Izzah Ahsan

Izzah and her team had the most unique idea from their university to take part in the
Changemaker Institute Award Competition. Izzah shared that the idea of their enterprise was
based on sudden realization – one day the group of friends was lurking around the canteen and
were upset about the level of garbage especially bottle waste lumped around. It was at that point,
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that the group decided to do something about it. Izzah explained logically that there could only
be two things that can be done to plastic: recycle or reuse. Since they did not want to invest a lot
money so they decided to go for reuse. Therefore, the team collected the plastic bottles from
outside their canteen, bought some additional accessories such as chart paper and glitter to give
them an attractive look. And lastly, purchased different candies to fill the bottles after decorating.
Izzah expressed that the response they got from the customers for phenomenal. They were highly
appreciated at the way they used a lump of plastic bottles to create innovative candy bottles.
Izzah and her team sold approximately 15 candy bottles and earned a total revenue of PKR
1,300. She shared that time management was a little issue the team had to learn to cope with.
However, their motivation of creating a better environment was far bigger than the small
challenges.
Izzah said, “Our experience was excellent. We are confident that we can be the changemaker of
the future by applying innovative ideas to improve our environment”. She specifically thanked
YES Network Pakistan for giving her the opportunity to learn and grow. She further expressed
that such innovative opportunities should be given to all students before graduating as they help
in grooming a person and prepares them for the professional life ahead.

1.4. Ayesha Siddiqa

Ayesha and her four other classmates wanted to incorporate different ideas into their business
plan to ensure that they had something to fall back to in case one of their products could not reap
the expected returns. They gang of girls decided to keep a ‘weight watcher’ approach to their
business. Ayesha shared that she and her group members came up with the idea based on the
rising demand of dieting in the young female generation.
She explained that the group decided to have a weight machine at their stall, and after weight
calculations the team gave an advised diet plan which included a list of healthy food items. Each
diet plan was customized according to the need of the customer. Alongside the dietary advice,
the girls decided to keep some healthy food options for customers. They served various types of
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chaats – fruit chaat and chanachaat. They made the chaats at home to emphasize on homecooking and hygiene. They also kept some fresh juices to go along the chaats.
Ayesha mentioned that the biggest challenge her team had to face was time management. She
further elaborated that due to the university’s course work load, it was initially difficult to chalk
out a schedule where at least one team member was always available at the stall. However, once
a schedule was derived, it became easier to follow. She shared that one of the most important
things that the team learned through the Changemaker Institute Award Competition was how to
interact with people and persuade them to buy your product. She said it was phenomenal to learn
to earn from a small investment in such a short time. The team gathered a total profit of PKR
1,530. She concluded by stating that this competition was a wonderful experience for her and the
entire team.

1.5. Nuzhat Javed

Being a student of the environment science, Nuzhat always felt connected to social causes. She
explained that her major reason to participate in the Changemaker Institute Award Competition
was the motivational speech given by the head of the YES Network Pakistan in the seminar held
at their institute. She was highly inspired and wanted to play the same role for others who could
not be a part of this seminar. Therefore, she immediately registered for the competition and had a
clear vision of what she wanted to do.
Nuzhat used the initial investment money to distribute it further amongst the needy children and
motivated them to become young entrepreneurs. She explained the concept of social
entrepreneurship to the young children, all of them below the age of 12, and worked closely with
them to set up stalls. She also became their first buyer once they were set with their products.
She explained that it was challenging to convince the parents of these children to let them
participate in the activity. However, after close interaction with the families, the children were
allowed to participate. Nuzhat constantly kept motivating the children by word of mouth as it
was their first experience and she wanted them to feel accomplished whether it worked out
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financially or not. Nuzhat and her team of 5 young associates earned a profit of PKR 471 but
learned various lifelong lessons. She concluded by saying, “The children I selected for the
activity are very happy and now they know the value of money. Even their parents were thankful
to me for letting them participate as it taught them the importance of earning through hard
work”. Nuzhat described her entire experience in one word as ‘hopeful’ and expressed that she
plans to continue this activity of motivating young children to set up small businesses of their
own other than giving into child labour.

1.6. Ghanna Nazia

Ghanna and her three other friends registered for the Changemaker Institute Award Competition
as soon as they found out about it. They were excited to be participating in this unique activity as
this was something they had never experienced before. The team started thinking about different
ideas to promote social entrepreneurship and make a profit. After many discussion sessions, they
decided to capitalize on two of their strengths: home-made lemonade and an art workshop as
they were all art students. The team strategically used their investment money to buy raw
material for their lemonade stall. The plan was a good one as it was hot summer season and
chilled lemonade would sell immediately. Alongside they planned to conduct a basic art
workshop in which each of the participant could take a different session and make it interesting
for the participants.

Their plan worked out perfectly fine. The team reached out to more than a hundred customers.
They also planned to reinvest the money they made initiallyto the business again to reap
maximum profits. They earned a total profit of PKR 3,130.
Ghanna shared that the only challenge the team had to face was of time management as both
these activities had to be carried out alongside their regular university course work. She
explained that it was difficult during the first few days as the entire team was trying to figure out
a plan to make things work but once a schedule was derived, it became easier. She expressed that
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this competition was a great experience for her entire team. They learned several new tricks
regarding multi-tasking and team management. She concluded that the competition has inspired
her to do far more than just be profitable. She and her team plan to install water coolers inside
and outside the university in order to continue their effort of giving something back to the
society.

1.7. Alishba Ali Khan

Alishba and her four other classmates formed a team to take part in the Changemaker Institute
Award Competition. The team wanted to come up with a unique idea which captured a niche
market instead of going for a large customer base. After many discussion sessions, they finally
decided on selling a product with high demand at least within their own institute. They planned
on selling napkins. They also held small seminar sessions at different times within the university
premises creating awareness about the importance of hygiene and how one can follow basic
hygiene in public spaces as well.
Alishba shared that the two most challenging aspects for the entire team throughout the
competition were product selection and time management. She expressed that they had difficulty
initially in managing time amongst group members as the time had to be shared with regular
university work. The second challenge that Alishba talked about was product identification.
However, she shared that contrary to their expectations, Alishba and her team were completely
sold out within the first 2 and a half hour of their business, that too within their own university
only. They had planned to take their product outside their university to other educational
institutes as well to create awareness about basic hygiene. She explained that their product turned
out to be such a major success is because they conducted a need assessment within their
university before deciding about their final product. Alishba and her team served more than 85
individuals and earned a profit of PKR 450. She termed her experience of the competition in one
word as ‘determined’. Her concluding remarks were, “It was a different experience as we had not
heard of this before. We had been engaged in several activities before but never in a social
entrepreneurship”.
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1.8. Hina Imtiaz

Hina and her three other classmates were ecstatic to take part in the Chagemaker Institute Award
Competition being held at their institute. This was a once in a lifetime opportunity for them to
apply their theoretical knowledge into a practical scenario. Hinais a student of the environmental
studies. She and her classmates decided to come up with a product which could support their
educational background. After many discussions and consultation with their instructors, the team
decided to recycle plastic water bottles and also give small-scale awareness sessions about the
hazards of using plastic in the first place and how to not throw them out in public and recycle
them for future use as it saves the environment.
Hina shared that the team had serious problem managing time alongside their studies. Also she
shared that it was a challenging task to create awareness amongst the general public and the team
had no prior experience in public speaking.However, after a few sessions, they got the hang of
public speaking and things started becoming a little easier for them. She further shared that the
other challenge was customer development. “Since this was a matter of environment and not
many people care about environment as it does not give them direct personal gains, therefore it
was extremely difficult to convince people to reduce waste and to actually recycle it”, shared
Hina. She openly expressed that developing customers for their business was a huge challenge.
The team served 11 individuals and could not make a profit. In fact it suffered a loss of PKR 50
overall. However, she explained that she was lucky to be able to be a part of the competition as it
taught her many real-life challenges. She termed her experience of the competition as
‘challenging’.

1.9. Hafiza Aisha Riaz

Hafiza Aisha was inspired by the introductory seminar held at her institute regarding the benefits
of social entrepreneurship. She wanted to do something which benefitted the society first hand
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other than just simply making profit through the competition. After much thinking, she came up
with the idea of empowering a young boy in her neighbourhood who sells handmade gift boxes.
She invested in the business of the young child to encourage him in the enterprise he was
running. She bought more raw materials and handed them over to the child for making boxes.
Once the boxes were ready, Hafiza also helped the young boy set up a small stall at her
university so that he was able to sell his products at a good profit margin and be able to earn
good money from his products. She expressed that her main goal was to ensure that at least that
one underprivileged child learned the tactics of making his products unique and to sell them at a
premium in the market with different marketing techniques. She offered him a good platform for
selling his products which helped him financially as he set up a permanent stall outside the
university even after the competition had finished.
Hafiza Aisha along with the young boy made a profit of PKR 80. She expressed that this
competition made her feel ‘happy and satisfied’. She shared that it was a great experience for her
and she felt she unveiled a major responsibility off her shoulder. She shared that it is an
unmatched feeling to guide an underprivileged child to be able to earn on his own other than
resort to other unlawful means of earnings.
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